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Abstract: We present an ab initio study on quasiparticle (QP) excitations and excitonic effects in
two-dimensional (2D) GaN based on density-functional theory and many-body perturbation theory.
We calculate the QP band structure using GW approximation, which generates an indirect band gap
of 4.83 eV (K→ Γ) for 2D GaN, opening up 1.24 eV with respect to its bulk counterpart. It is shown
that the success of plasmon-pole approximation in treating the 2D material benefits considerably
from error cancellation. On the other hand, much better gaps, comparable to GW ones, could
be obtained by correcting the Kohn–Sham gap with a derivative discontinuity of the exchange–
correlation functional at much lower computational cost. To evaluate excitonic effects, we solve the
Bethe–Salpeter equation (BSE) starting from Kohn–Sham eigenvalues with a scissors operator to open
the single-particle gap. This approach yields an exciton binding energy of 1.23 eV in 2D GaN, which
is in good agreement with the highly demanding GW-BSE results. The enhanced excitonic effects
due to reduced dimensionality are discussed by comparing the optical spectra from BSE calculations
with that by random-phase approximation (RPA) for both the monolayer and bulk GaN in wurtzite
phase. Additionally, we find that the spin–orbit splitting of excitonic peaks is noticeable in 2D GaN
but buried in the bulk crystal.

Keywords: quasiparticle; GW; 2D GaN; exciton; Bethe–Salpeter equation

1. Introduction

The group III nitrides cover a wide range of band gaps (0.6–6.2 eV) [1,2]. These
semiconductors are of great interest for the fabrication of optoelectronic devices [3], which
may enable us to access light emission over a broad-spectrum region from infrared to
ultraviolet [4,5]. Among them, GaN has been by far the most widely explored material in
solid-state lighting applications [6]. The most stable wurtzite-phase GaN is a direct band
gap (Eg = 3.4 eV) semiconductor, and the wide gap allows a high breakdown field that is
critical in developing high-power electronic devices [7,8]. Despite extensive theoretical
and experimental studies devoted to bulk GaN [9–12], relatively little is known about the
atomically thin two-dimensional (2D) GaN [13].

The quantum confinement in 2D GaN considerably increases the band gap and repre-
sents a promising way to push the emission into the deep ultraviolet regime [14]. A recent
study has shown that the electronic structure and magnetic properties of 2D GaN could
be effectively tuned by doping with elements from groups III–VI [15]. More importantly,
the monolayer semiconductor offers a good opportunity for stacking into van der Waals
heterostructures (vdWHs) [16] that are flexible and hold great promise for ultra-thin nan-
odevice applications. Many of them, e.g., solar cells [17,18] and photodetectors [19–21],
entail an efficient dissociation of the tightly bound electron–hole pairs (excitons) into free
carriers. Unfortunately, due to reduced dimensionality, the Coulomb attractions between
electrons and holes are normally enhanced as a result of weakened dielectric screening
in typical 2D materials [22,23]. These effects highlight the need for a systematic study on
excitons in 2D GaN, which would be essential for a rational design of device materials. An
effective way to tackle excitonic effects in semiconductors is the Bethe–Salpeter equation
(BSE) [24–26], which enables us to obtain optical absorption spectra well in agreement with
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experiment. The exciton binding energy Eb can be evaluated from the difference between
the direct band gap and the lowest excitonic level given by BSE as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic band edge diagram illustrating the exciton binding energy Eb, which can be
calculated as the difference between fundamental gap Eg and optical gap Eopt

g . The latter refers to the
position of lowest exciton peak (photon energy h̄ω) in optical absorption spectrum. One can evaluate
optical gaps from eigenvalues Eλ of excitons by solving the Bethe–Salpeter equation.

However, it has been established that both local and semi-local exchange–correlation
(xc) functionals tend to underestimate band gaps of solids in density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations [27]. In fact, the single-particle approximation within DFT fails to capture
quasiparticle (QP) energies (the energy change upon removing or injecting an electron)
even with exact xc functionals [28,29]. This issue has been demonstrated to be more severe
in 2D materials due to reduced screening [30,31]. To overcome this problem, one needs to
go beyond the mean-field picture and consider effectively the many-body effects for the
description of QP excitations in 2D materials [32–34]. Though a number of studies have
explored the excitonic effects in 2D GaN [35–38], these calculations rely heavily on the
GW-BSE combination which is computationally demanding and probably unaffordable
for extended materials such as vdWHs [39,40]. More recently, several frameworks have
been developed toward reducing the cost by replacing the many-body GW approximation
with Koopmans-compliant (KC) functionals [41] or localized orbital scaling correction
(LOSC) [42]. Despite encouraging results, further simplification is still favorable for realistic
materials simulations. Furthermore, previous studies on 2D GaN neglect the effect of
spin–orbit coupling (SOC). While the SOC effect is small in bulk GaN [43], it plays a key
role in quantum well structure [44] and radiative lifetimes [45]. It is still unclear whether
this effect can be neglected when exploring the optical properties of 2D GaN. Therefore,
further work is needed to address these issues.

In this work, we perform a detailed analysis on the electronic and excitonic properties
of GaN, focusing on the difference between freestanding 2D GaN and bulk GaN in wurtzite
phase. The excitonic effects are studied by solving the BSE on the basis of Kohn–Sham
eigenstates and eigenvalues corrected with a scissors operator, which requires much lower
computational cost compared to the state-of-the-art GW-BSE approach. We show that
both the optical spectra and lowest exciton binding energy could be well reproduced.
We have specified the influence of low dimensionality on quasiparticle excitations and
excitonic effects, emphasizing the interplay of strict quantum confinement and reduced
dielectric screening. In particular, we demonstrate through a simplified two-band model
that the spin–orbit coupling generates a sizable splitting of excitonic peaks in the 2D GaN.
These studies could provide a better understanding on the evolution of optical response
properties in condensed materials upon transition from bulk to low-dimensional form, and
might as well push forward experimental investigations on 2D GaN.
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2. Computational Details

All calculations were carried out using the GPAW package [46], which is implemented
based on the projector augmented-wave (PAW) [47] electronic structure method. Plane
waves basis sets were used to expand the valence electron wave functions with an energy
cutoff of 600 eV. We adopted the residual minimization method—direct inversion in iterative
subspace (RMM-DIIS)—as an eigensolver. Both local-density approximation (LDA) under
Perdew–Wang (PW92) [48] parameterization and generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [49] type were employed as exchange–correlation
(xc) functionals. In optimizing the lattice constant, a shifted (Γ-centered) k-grid of 9× 9× 9
was employed for Brillouin-zone sampling in wurtzite GaN, and 9× 9× 1 k-points mesh
was used for the 2D material.

The single-particle excitation energies εQP
nk can be evaluated by solving the QP equation

based on the Green function theory [50],(
−1

2
∇2 + vext + vH − εQP

nk

)
ψQP

nk (r) +
∫

d3r′Σ(r, r′, εQP
nk )ψ

QP
nk (r

′) = 0, (1)

where vext specifies the “external” potential due to nuclei, vH is the Hartree potential, and
Σ is the self-energy operator. This non-local, energy-dependent operator Σ accounts for
the many-body effects. A working way to calculate Σ is offered by the GW approxima-
tion [50,51], which evaluates Σ by means of a product in spacetime representation within
many-body perturbation theory,

Σ(r, r′; t) = iG(r, r′; t)W(r, r′; t), (2)

where G and W are, respectively, the dressed one-particle Green function and the screened
Coulomb interaction.

In realistic materials calculations, the most widely used scheme is the one-shot G0W0
formalism [52–54], in which both G and W are calculated in a straightforward way from
Kohn–Sham states without further update. These single-particle states were produced in
this study by LDA under denser k-points: 12× 12× 12 for the bulk structure and 24× 24× 1
for the monolayer. An analytic correction to the q = 0 contribution was applied to the 2D
material. The plane wave cutoff energy Ecut for calculating the self-energy was set to 150 eV,
and an extrapolation of the self-energy to infinite Ecut was carried out using points at 129,
139, and 150 eV. The number of bands included in the calculations was close to the number
of plane waves that were determined from Ecut. In calculating the screened Coulomb
potential in the GaN monolayer, we used a “2D” truncation scheme to avoid adding a
large-size vacuum layer in the perpendicular direction [32,53]. The parameters controlling
the frequency grid were specified by ∆ω0 = 0.025 and ω2 = 10.0.

The eigenvalues Eλ(q) of excitons were calculated by diagonalizing the two-particle
HamiltonianH2p [55] derived from the BSE [56],

H2p(q)Aλ(q) = Eλ(q)Aλ(q), (3)

where Aλ represents exciton weights. The Hamiltonian was represented on a transition
space {ψS(r1, r2)} including the last four valence bands (VB) and first four conduction
bands (CB),

H2p
SS′(q) = (εn2k+q − εn1k)δSS′ − ( fn2k+q − fn1k)KSS′(q), (4)

where f refers to the occupation factor and the kernel K is defined by

KSS′(q) = VSS′(q)−WSS′(q). (5)

Here, V and W are the exchange (unscreened) and direct (screened) electron–hole inter-
actions, respectively. When the direct interaction W is neglected, Equation (5) reduces to
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the random-phase approximation (RPA). The HamiltonianH2p becomes hermitian under
Tamm–Dancoff approximation (only accounting for VB to CB transitions).

The transition space and the resultingH2p were constructed from LDA eigenvalues
and eigenstates, and an ad hoc scissors operator ∆s was introduced to correct the single-
particle levels [57]. Here, ∆s was determined by adjusting the Kohn–Sham gap to the
QP one produced by G0W0. A plane wave cutoff energy of 200 eV was applied for these
calculations. In calculating the screened interactions W, 100 bands were included, which
were obtained by full diagonalization of the Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian. For comparison, the
BSE spectrum was also calculated in a minimal transition space consisting of the highest
valence band and lowest conduction band with and without spin–orbit coupling, which was
taken into account in a non self-consistent way [58]. Due to the Coulomb truncation in 2D
materials, the dimensionless absorbance (ABS) was calculated in optical limit (q→ 0) [24]
on the basis of 2D polarizability α2D (in atomic units) through

ABS(ω) = 4πωImα2D(ω)/c, (6)

where ω represents the energy transfer in the excitation and c is the speed of light.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Atomic Structures

We calculate the equilibrium lattice constants of both the bulk GaN in wurtzite-
phase and the freestanding 2D material (shown in Figure 2) through a minimization of
the electronic energy E with respect to cell volume V. The E–V relationship is obtained
according to the stabilized jellium equation of state (SJEOS) [59], which is a third-order
inverse polynomial fit as displayed in Figure 3. In building the wurtzite structure, we
use an ideal c/a ratio γ =

√
8/3. The internal parameter u is estimated by 0.25 + 1/(3γ2)

as implemented by default in the atomic simulation environment (ASE) [60], which is
a python package needed to control materials simulation workflows in this study. The
model of 2D GaN is set up on the basis of a graphene-like honeycomb monolayer with
a 20 Å vacuum between neighboring layers. Both structures are hexagonal and can be
characterized here by a single lattice constant a.

Ga
N

3a

Wurtzite 2D

Figure 2. Top and side view of the 3× 3× 3 supercell of the wurtzite GaN (left) and the 3× 3 slab
model of the 2D GaN (right).

By performing a series of convergence tests regarding k-points sampling, we found
that a is converged to within 0.001 Å using a 9× 9× 9 k-grid (in-plane k-mesh of 9× 9) for
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the bulk (2D) GaN. The results predicted by both LDA and PBE are presented in Table 1.
For the wurtzite GaN where an X-ray crystal structure [61] is available, it is worthwhile to
compare the results provided by different methods. We note that PBE overestimates the
lattice constant by about 2%, while LDA could almost precisely reproduce the experimental
value (see Figure 3). These results are consistent with previous DFT studies [62].

In the case of 2D GaN, the optimized a is shown to be a bit larger (by 0.5–0.7%) than
its bulk counterpart. The expansion of crystal lattice can be understood from their slightly
different packing styles within each atomic layer, as shown in Figure 2. In the 2D material,
the N atoms reside within the plane of Ga atoms. In contrast, both Ga and N atoms are
tetrahedrally coordinated in bulk GaN, where the N atoms tend to leave the Ga layers
for better coordination to Ga atoms from other layers. Due to the strong interactions
between atomic layers, it would be a bit difficult to prepare the monolayer directly via
the micromechanical cleavage approach from bulk samples. A promising way to fabricate
2D GaN has been provided by the technique of migration-enhanced encapsulated growth
based on epitaxial graphene [13]. Another method of 2D GaN growth has been realized by
using the low-temperature droplet epitaxy technique on the Si(111) 7× 7 surface [63].

Additionally, it is interesting to note that our LDA result is in close agreement with the
literature value obtained via structural relaxations using the GGA+d method (including 4d
orbitals) [64]. Based on these findings, we chose LDA lattice parameters for the following
calculations involving electronic excitations and excitonic effects.
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Figure 3. Total energy of the wurtzite GaN as a function of the compression ratio. Here, V is the unit
cell volume calculated by

√
3a2c/2 =

√
2a3, and V0 is the initial cell volume with the experimental

lattice constant a0 = 3.19 Å. The lines are obtained by fitting the DFT data points with the equation of
state, E(t) = p0 + p1t + p2t2 + p3t3, where t = (V/V0)

−1/3. The minimal energy of each potential
energy curve is shifted to zero. The equilibrium ratios V/V0 are 1.005 and 1.061 for LDA and
PBE, respectively.

Table 1. Optimized lattice constant a (in Å) of both the bulk wurtzite structure and the monolayer 2D
GaN by different exchange–correlation functionals. The results from another work and experiment
are also shown for comparison.

Material LDA PBE Other Work Expt.

Wurtzite GaN 1 3.195 3.254 3.196/3.252
(LDA/PBE) [62] 3.190 [61]

2D GaN 3.218 3.272 3.21 (PBE) [64] –
1 c/a ratio is fixed at 1.633, and the internal parameter u is set to 0.375 by default.

3.2. Quasiparticle Bandstructures

We begin to explore the electronic excitations in GaN by calculating both the Kohn–
Sham gap and the quasiparticle band gap. It is shown that the Kohn–Sham gap converges
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very fast with respect to the k-mesh. The LDA gap is converged to 1.93 eV in bulk GaN
at the 9× 9× 9 k-grid, and to 2.15 eV in 2D GaN with a k-points mesh of 9× 9× 1. In
comparison, the quasiparticle gap by G0W0 based on LDA (denoted G0W0@LDA) converges
somewhat slower, particularly in the 2D material (see Figure 4). The G0W0@LDA results are
converged to within 0.01 eV when reaching 12× 12× 12 k-points grid for the wurtzite GaN.
The QP gap is predicted to be 3.59 eV under the extrapolation scheme of the plane wave
(PW) cutoff energy [54]. In 2D GaN, however, a larger density of k-points (21× 21× 1)
is needed to obtain converged results (4.83 eV). The difficulty in GW convergence for
2D GaN arises mainly from the strong q dependence of the 2D dielectric function ε2D(q)
near q = 0 [32,65,66]. Thus, one needs a much more elaborate k-points sampling for 2D
materials than that required for bulk solids. It is important to point out that another factor
usually causing convergence issues is the artificial long-range interactions in supercell
calculations. To circumvent this problem, we use a truncated Coulomb potential along the
nonperiodic direction (c axis) [53] for the 2D GaN.

In addition, we see that the PW extrapolation is likely to increase the resulting QP gaps
in both materials. The plasmon-pole approximation (PPA) [52] seems to underestimate the
gap compared to results under full frequency integration in the bulk material (Figure 4a),
while it tends to overestimate it in the 2D case (Figure 4b). It may be noted that due to error
cancellation between the lack of full frequency integration and the cutoff of PW expansions,
PPA could produce fairly accurate QP gaps that are in excellent agreement with results
by PW extrapolation in the 2D GaN (Figure 4b). This may partially justify the use of
PPA in GW calculations for 2D materials, which can reduce the computational cost to a
certain degree.
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Figure 4. Convergence test for the quasiparticle band gap of (a) wurtzite and (b) 2D GaN produced
by G0W0@LDA with respect to k-points grid. The ecut represents plane wave cutoff in self-energy
calculations, and PPA refers to the Godby–Needs plasmon-pole approximation used in calculating
the dielectric function.
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The converged band gaps provided by different methods are summarized in Table 2.
First, it shows that LDA and PBE result in almost identical band gaps, and not surprisingly,
they severely underestimate the measured gaps in both bulk and 2D GaN, as already
revealed by other works [62,67]. While the G0W0 gaps appear to be slightly larger than
previous theoretical results [38,68] due to the PW extrapolation, our results lie within the
range of experimental band gaps for both materials [14,69,70]. Interestingly, we find that
the G0W0 improvement over Kohn–Sham gaps could be largely reproduced by including
the derivative discontinuity of the xc functional ∆xc, which has been implemented in
the GLLBSC (modified Gritsenko–Leeuwen–Lenthe–Baerends potential for solids plus
correlation) functional [71]. The resulting GLLBSC gaps are comparable to the G0W0 gaps
in both cases, while the computational effort remains at an LDA or GGA level. This method
has been adopted to predict the band edges of MoS2 with the adsorption of water molecules,
which are useful for studying its photocatalytic performance [72]. Second, we can see that
when going from the bulk crystal to the monolayer, the QP band gap is increased by
1.24 eV according to G0W0 calculations. The increase in band gap should be ascribed to
the quantum confinement of electronic states in 2D materials [73]. While the fabrication of
the freestanding 2D GaN is rather challenging in experiment [74], ultra-thin films (1 and
2 monolayers of GaN) have been successfully integrated into GaN/AlN heterostructures,
demonstrating a significant increase in the band gap (reaching 4.76–5.44 eV) [14].

Table 2. Calculated band gaps Eg (eV) of the wurtzite and 2D GaN using different methods.

Method Wurtzite GaN 2D GaN

LDA 1.93 2.15
PBE 1.91 2.16
GLLBSC 3.07 4.30
G0W0@LDA 3.59 4.83

Other work 1.76/1.39 (LDA/PBE) [62] 3.5
(G0W0@LDA) [68] 1.90 (PBE) [67] 4.53 (G0W0@LDA) [38]

Expt. 3.4–3.6 [69,70] 4.76–5.44 [14]

We present the bandstructures of both wurtzite and 2D GaN in Figure 5. It is shown
that the bulk GaN has a clear direct band gap, both conduction band minimum (CBM) and
valence band maximum (VBM) locating at the Γ point (Figure 5a). This is consistent with
previous studies [68,75,76]. In contrast, the 2D GaN appears to be an indirect band gap
semiconductor according to our calculations. We note that the CBM occurs at Γ, while the
VBM locates at K (Figure 5b), which is in agreement with other GW calculations [36,37].
However, it may be noted that the direct gap at Γ point (EΓ

g) is not very far from the indirect
gap (difference within 0.5 eV), such that the 2D GaN has also been reported to exhibit a
direct band gap in some other studies [38,77]. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that
the 2D crystal undergoes a structural change from planar to buckled geometry due to H
passivation [78]. The phase change could induce a transition from indirect to direct and an
increased band gap [13,78].

The correction of G0W0 over DFT can be simply interpreted as shifting the conduction
bands upward while pushing the valence bands downward. Consequently, the size of the
band gap is increased considerably, regardless of whether the band edges occur at the same
k-point. On the other hand, G0W0 does not alter the positions of the top of the valence
band and the bottom of the conduction band in the Brillouin zone for both materials. We
stress that the one-shot G0W0 method has a disturbing starting point dependence, and the
same issue also appears in the G0W0-BSE formalism. The good accuracy of G0W0@LDA
should be partially attributed to a systematic underscreening due to the omission of vertex
correction and an overscreening caused by the underestimation of the band gap by LDA,
which tends to produce an error cancellation [79].
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Figure 5. Bandstructures of (a) wurtzite (wz) and (b) 2D GaN calculated by both DFT-LDA and
G0W0@LDA methods. The GW corrections are performed on the top 4 valence bands and lowest
4 conduction bands in both materials, and a spline interpolation is used for smoothing. A schematic
of special k-points along given band paths in the Brillouin zone is shown on the right side. The dotted
line refers to the Fermi energy EF. The energy levels are aligned with respect to EF for bulk GaN,
while for 2D GaN, absolute band positions are presented with the vacuum level Evac shifted to 0 eV.

3.3. Excitons

The imaginary part of the dielectric function Imε(ω) of the bulk GaN is shown in
Figure 6. As it turns out, the BSE spectra (Figure 6a) with both in-plane (E‖) and out-of-
plane polarization (E⊥) are in general consistent with previous ab initio calculations [11].
Due to the lack of screened interactions, the RPA method leads to a sizable shift in the
spectra toward higher energy. We zoom in on the spectra in the photon energy range
of interest (3.1–4.5 eV) in Figure 6b. They show that the onset of exciton peak due to
electron–hole (e–h) excitation in RPA spectrum occurs at the direct band gap Eg, which
means that the e–h pair is completely not bound. The reason is that RPA does not include
direct e–h interactions W, which could be inferred from Equation (5). As a consequence,
RPA corresponds to a non-interacting picture, where only bare VB→CB transitions could
be captured. In contrast, BSE predicts a pronounced excitonic effect, namely, an excitonic
state well below the electronic band gap (Figure 6b). We find that the lowest excitonic level
is well in agreement with the experimental photoluminescence excitation spectra [80,81],
although the resulting exciton binding energy (0.17 eV) is notably larger than expected.

To illustrate how the SOC effect can tune the optical response properties, we restricted
it to the minimal transition space consisting of merely the topmost occupied band and the
lowest unoccupied band (two-band approximation), and performed the BSE calculations
switching on SOC. The results are shown in Figure 6c. We can see that when SOC is absent,
the lowest bound exciton disappears. It indicates that the two-band model may not be
reliable for bulk materials calculations. Interestingly, the inclusion of SOC could partially
reproduce the multi-band results. In particular, the spin–orbit splitting nearly coincides
with the lowest two excitons (Figure 6b), one of which occurs below the band gap while the
other is located above it. This means that the influence of SOC on optical spectra is largely
masked in bulk GaN.
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Figure 6. (a) Calculated imaginary part of dielectric functions Imε(ω) of wurtzite GaN as a function
of photon energy h̄ω using BSE and RPA methods. E‖ and E⊥ indicate in-plane and out-of-plane
light polarization, respectively. A Lorentzian broadening of 0.2 eV is used to generate the spectrum.
The top four valence bands and lowest four conduction bands are included to construct the transition
space. (b) The resulting Imε(ω) in a smaller energy window with a broadening parameter of 0.05 eV.
(c) BSE calculated spectrum for a transition space consisting of only the topmost valence band and
lowest conduction band with and without spin–orbit coupling (SOC). A scissors operator ∆s of
1.66 eV is applied for these calculations.

In 2D GaN, the excitonic effects are much more significant compared to the hexagonal
bulk GaN. Our BSE calculations predict a binding energy Eb of 1.23 eV for the lowest
energy exciton (see Figure 7a). The result agrees well with other calculations using the
sophisticated GW-BSE method [36,38]. Due to reduced dimensionality, the lowest excitonic
peak is shifted toward the deep ultraviolet range, as demonstrated by an experiment on
ultra-thin GaN/AlN heterostructures [14]. Meanwhile, the exciton binding energy turns
out to be considerably larger as compared to that of bulk crystals [11], which may allow
the stable existence of excitons at room temperature. This effect should be attributed to
the reduced screening in the monolayer structure, which was pointed out in a previous
study [38]. Even though the direct e–h interactions are absent in the RPA method, it seems
that the RPA spectrum does not differ significantly from the BSE spectrum in bulk materials.
However, in 2D GaN, the non-interacting picture simply does not work. We see that no
evident absorption peaks are observed around the direct band gap, indicating that the
screening effects are largely suppressed due to reduced dimensionality.

While it is reasonable to evaluate Eb by solving BSE even without the scissors operator
∆s [82], the corresponding optical spectra would deviate dramatically from experiment. We
anticipate that ∆s can be estimated from the GLLBSC functional for direct gap materials,
such that both Eb and the spectra comparable to the experiment could be obtained at a
relatively low computational cost.

Again, we attempt to discuss the effect of SOC on the optical spectrum of 2D GaN
in terms of the two-band model. It has be identified that the spin–orbit splitting is not
visible in bulk GaN (tens of meV) [43], while in the 2D material, the SOC gives rise to A
and B excitons separated by 0.25 eV, as shown in Figure 7b. We stress that the splitting of
excitonic peaks is not buried in the multi-band spectrum, suggesting that the SOC effect
cannot be neglected when studying the 2D GaN.
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Figure 7. (a) Absorption spectra of 2D GaN calculated within BSE and RPA for the incoming light
polarization parallel to the atomic layer. The vertical line indicates the direct band gap at the Γ
point, EΓ

g . (b) BSE spectrum with and without SOC in a transition space containing only the highest
occupied band and lowest unoccupied band. These spectra were generated with a broadening width
of 0.05 eV and a scissors operator of 2.68 eV.

4. Conclusions

By performing the many-body GW calculations, we found that the material undergoes
a direct-to-indirect band gap transition from the bulk wurtzite structure to 2D GaN, and the
quasiparticle band gap is increased by more than 1.2 eV. This should be attributed to the
strict quantum confinement that is intrinsic in nanomaterials. We have shown that both the
exciton binding energy and the optical spectra given by the GW-BSE combination could be
well reproduced by BSE calculations starting from Kohn–Sham eigenstates corrected by a
scissors operator. Based on optical spectra obtained with (BSE) and without (RPA) direct
electron–hole interactions, we show that the strong excitonic effect in 2D GaN originates
from largely reduced dielectric screening due to low dimensionality compared to its bulk
counterpart. On the other hand, the change in quasiparticle bandstructures and the tightly
bound exciton considerably modify the absorption spectrum, indicating their strikingly
different light-harvesting behaviors. Additionally, within the two-band approximation, we
have demonstrated that the spin–orbit coupling could give rise to a splitting of excitonic
peaks in 2D GaN.
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Abbreviations
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2D Two-dimensional
DFT Density-functional theory
BSE Bethe–Salpeter Equation
QP Quasiparticle
RPA Random-phase approximation
PPA Plasmon-pole approximation
PW Plane wave
CBM Conduction band minimum
VBM Valence band maximum
SOC Spin–orbit coupling
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